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Through
a glass, darkly
by Caron Cooper
Head Teacher

Understandably, the curriculum in International
High School is dominated by the social studies:
the disciplines of geography, history, economics,
government, politics, anthropology, philosophy,
and sociology. However, we also teach students
to view a culture through the lenses of its art
and literature. To study a text in an international
studies program such as IHS is to try to explore
the social-political-historical-cultural context of
the work, to give us a window, however opaque,
into the world of fellow humans of a different
time and/or place and, ultimately, to provide us
a better understanding of ourselves.
The study of literature in this context is fraught
with difﬁculties. First, artistic expression is such
an intimate part of a culture, and when we read
outside our culture, we see it through the ﬁlters
of our own worldview and values. Secondly, the
language itself is not “true.” Many of our works
are studied in translation, of course, so we must
constantly understand that the work comes to us
ﬁltered through the interpretation of the translator who joins her or his own cultural set to our
experience of the work. Third, we study oral
traditions, the rich stories of pre-literate cultures
or classes, but these come to us through literate
scholarship and research; we experience them in
a different medium––the medium of the written
word, not the spoken. Fourth, we study some of
the most beautiful literature in the world––ancient, sacred texts. Again, to read such poetic,
complex language from the perspective of another belief system tests the open-mindedness

and open-heartedness of us all.
Even the study of literature from this culture in
which we live presents us with challenges in
trying to understand the particular nuances of a
period and place: the now archaic vocabulary of
so much of Shakespeare’s work or the simple fact
that the name of the title character in Fitzgerald’s
The Great Gatsby contains the 1920's slang for
gun, gat.
The IHS literature staff tries to teach to all of our
students in all of our literature courses a respect
and wonder for the power of the lens of language.
From ninth grade through twelfth, we move from
studying literature with the broad brush strokes of
plot, theme, genre, and character development to
sophisticated understanding of diction, imagery,
and the relationship between form and content.
Our task at IHS is to help students reﬁne their
ﬁlters and, through the study of a culture and
through the ways that language works, to obtain a
clearer, if always incomplete understanding. The
task is sometimes daunting, for students and staff.
Students at IHS often bemoan the fact that if we
study a work in IHS, the work will be depressing.
In fact, high school literature, in general, moves
students from great stories to stories of great
consequence, literature that concerns itself and
involves us in the seriousness of the human condition. However, for too many adults, high school
continued on page 2

Important Notice:
IHS General Parent Meeting

Attention next year's sophomores, juniors, seniors, and
parents:
Date:
Time:
Place:

Wednesday, May 23, 2001
7 - 9 PM
Churchill cafeteria

Learn everything about community service
requirements for IHS and other honors.

Through a glass, darkly
continued from page 1

education in this country included serious works
only from our own culture. Any study of “global”
literature was limited to the works of ancient
Greece and Rome, Europe, and Russia. For IHS
students, that canon has expanded to include the
serious works of Asian, African, Middle Eastern,
Latin American, and Australian literature, and
the artistic expression of indigenous peoples from
across the globe and across time. The universe
of literature is ever-expanding.
Though the view through literature into other cultures is as “through a glass, darkly”(I Corinthians
xiii), it remains, paradoxically, a way to greater
insight and understanding. Like astronomers, our
view of the heavens sharpens with the invention
of ever-more precise lenses of understanding.
Like the astronomers, we know we will never
truly see it all, but we never tire of trying to see
what we can of those other universes and our
relation to them.

African Masks
9th Grade
Cultural Aesthetics

IHS Student Government
• Student Government is working to aid International
Efforts to Eliminate Land Mines. The members of this
year’s Student Government are working in a cooperative
effort with a number of IB high schools in the Northwest
to raise money to eradicate land mines. Every 22 minutes, an innocent civilian, most often a child, is
maimed or killed by stepping on a land mine.
This amounts to 70 casualties a day, 500 a week,
2,000 a month, and 26,000 annually. In many
developing nations, mineﬁeld victims constitute
4% of hospital admissions, yet consume 25%
of hospital resources. On April 7, 2001, high
school students from over 20 schools involved in the
International Baccalaureate program will host a student
summit meeting to discuss plans to rid the world of at
least one mineﬁeld. Student Government is working with
several IHS teaching teams to raise student awareness
about this crucial issue.

• Student Government is also involved this year in the
Heifer Project. Monies raised will purchase farm animals for
families in places where hunger threatens lives. Recipient
families pledge to contribute the ﬁrst female offspring of
the donated animal to a neighboring family. What comes
around goes around!
• As you consider contributing to worthy causes
this year, we request that you consider giving to
IHS through the Eugene Education Fund (EEF).
Please earmark a portion of your donations to
IHS Student Government at any of our three
campuses. With adequate funding, IHS Student Government will be able to continue its involvement in worthy
causes that engage students. Your generosity translates into
concrete support for IHS students and our community.

Donation Form
I am making a tax deductable donation of ____________to the following: (please check box)
Eliminate Land Mines
Heifer Project
EEF donation to IHS Student Government
Please make check payable to
Sheldon IHS––Eliminate Land Mines

Sheldon IHS—Heifer Project or
EEF—IHS Student Government

(Note that all IHS ﬁnances go through Sheldon High School)

Eurasian Conference
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The 10th grade staff and students from Churchill, Sheldon,
and South IHS will be participating in the 2001 Eurasian
Conference, Thursday, March 15th, from 8:15 AM to
3:30 PM at the ERB Memorial Student Union Ballroom
at the University of Oregon. Students need to arrange for
their own transportation to this event, using city busses
or carpooling with parent drivers. (Day-long parking of
vehicles at the U of O is almost impossible).

Th

The day-long simulation of an international conference
will be made up of geostrategic players and pivots from
South Asia, Central Asia, and East Asia. This conference
is the culmination of 9 weeks of study and research by
10th grade students who will be representing the national
interests of states who play signiﬁcant roles in Eurasia.

Students have written research papers and have prepared
position statements and speeches that will be used at the
conference. All 10th grade staff will attend and take an
active part in these Eurasian Conference events. Parents
are encouraged to attend!

Thank you to all of the parents of our 10th graders
for helping us pay for the Eurasian Conference this
year. Due to district budget cuts, we asked for and
received generous support from IHS sophomore parents and students. We hope you all know how much
we appreciate your continued support.

Kudos

Last October 4, Karen McCowan, columnist for
The Register-Guard, recognized a special group of
Eugene teens, and some are IHS students! Sixteen
students from Central Presbyterian Church visited
Nicaragua for two weeks last summer. They helped
rebuild homes in Casa Blanca that were damaged
or washed away by ﬂooding created by Hurricane
Mitch.
“They [students] labored beside ﬂood-displaced
Nicaraguans to frame walls, lay reinforced cinder
block and install wooden window and door frames . . .
For Churchill senior, Caitlin Grifﬁth, the trip provided

• Allison Carnahan, IHS senior, has received

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

the prestigious March of Dimes Youth of the
Year Award for the Lewis and Clark Chapter
(covering Oregon and southwest Washington).
This award is for her outstanding service to the
March of Dimes.
Congratulations to Eugene’s Future First Citizen, Ashley Alvarado, IHS senior.
IHS students are participating in the Rotary
International Youth Exchange program next
year. These students will live with host families,
attend high school or pre-university schooling,
and serve as ambassadors of goodwill.
Caitlin Grifﬁth – Equador
Christian Terrett – South Africa
Karla Vonderheit – Germany
James McCarty – Japan
Lindsay Schauer – Thailand
Shawnna Zinkgraf received a Rotary Scholarship to work with Project Amigo over spring
break. She will be helping with an orphanage
school in Colima, Mexico.
Jeff Rhode is one of the nationwide 1,600 players nominated to be on the McDonald All-American High School Basketball team.
Ted Niedermeyer is rated 23rd nationally for
fencing.
Justin Kienzle and Karin Clifton have both
been nationally recruited for crew.
IHS students competing in the Ski State
Championships are Isabelle Lafferty, Lindsey Temes, Michele Hogan, Karin Clifton,
Natalie Dreyer, Luke Laird, Joel Clancey,
Simon Newton, Patrick Clancey and Kristine
Morich.

both a welcome chance to use her third-year Spanish
and a sobering look at poverty. One night, the entire
Lane County group ate dinner at a restaurant in a
nearby village. ‘The kids in the neighborhood were
watching the gringos eat inside,’ she recalled. ‘As we
were leaving, we saw those kids come in and take
the chicken bones and scraps off our plates because
they were hungry.’”
Community Service, within our community and
communities throughout the world, is part of the IHS
program and is valued by all. Kudos to the mission
and IHS students Caitlin Grifﬁth, Ross Kanaga,
Raili Marks, Alex Pratt, and Jacob Dyste.
• IHS participants selected for the Northwest
Youth Symphony held in Spokane are Josie
Casey-Witte, Chad Marks-Fife, Elspeth Reed,
Ariana Rosen, Melinda Russial, and Nick
Stevens.
• Emily Kavanaugh-Martin, piano composer
for the past ﬁve years, is having her composition, "Equinox," performed and recorded by the
University of Oregon’s School of Music.
• These IHS seniors recently took ﬁrst place in regional music competitions held at LCC: James
McCarty, Elspeth Reed, and Ariana Rosen.
• Jessica Furlong received a
Principal’s Award
for working with
the 4J District to
educate students
at all levels about
salmon and ﬁsh
habitat.
• Churchill cheer
squad received
the top honor
at State. IHS
members of the
ﬁrst place team
are: Courtne
Umphress, Alisa
Bright, Maegan
Rogers, Jaime
Cunningham, Jessica Eckenroad,
and Lauren Keller.
**
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(**Parents, if your IHS student has received any special extracurricular or academic acknowledgement, please let us know.)

Eugene High School Auditorium
IHS Graduation ticket sales
(IHS ofﬁces)
May 7 - May 25––$2 per ticket/maximum 5 tickets per senior
May 29 - June 4––open ticket sales

IHS Graduation
June 4 - 7 pm at the Hult Center,
tickets required.

IHS Awards Assembly
June 4 - 10:30 am––12:15 pm, South

State CIM assessment test dates . . .
All sophomores will test in IHS classes at all campuses on the following dates:
April 4, 5
Reading and Literature
May 1, 2, 3 Writing

Eugene Public Library's
Kids Campaign
is looking for parents
The Eugene Public Library Foundation is planning a student fund
raiser during the month of April. The most important goal for this
campaign is for all schools and students to participate in contributing to the new library. A parent volunteer will work with a staff
member in schools. Interested parents should contact Barbara
Dellenback at the Eugene Public Library, 682-5338 or barbara.
c.dellenback@ci.eugene.or.us

Reminder for
Parents
It is critical that you update

your student's information. In
the process of making the IHS
directory, we discovered many
inaccuracies, especially concerning emergency information.

Check out the IHS web page at this URL:
http://schools.4j.lane.edu/ihs/index.htm
*
*
*
*
*

Overview of IHS program
Descriptions of IHS classes
Resources and links for IB
Alpha-Omega Calendar
Past newsletters

Kris Aanderud
Steve Abels
Amy Adams-Schauer
Dana Africa
Linda Ague
Jenny Allen
Linda Anderson
C. Arian
Barb Arnold
John Arnold
Polly Ashworth
Bonnie Baker-Corliss
Jackie Barbour
Kathy Barnes
Donna Batson
Debbie Bevens
Talbot Bielefeldt
Dennis & Rae Biggerstaff
Randi Bjornstad
Linda Blanely
Kris Bloch
Martie Blodget
Mrudula Bobba
Tim Broch
Cheri Brooks
Ellen Brunson-Newton
Linda Carnine
Stephanie Carroll
Sandy Cartlidge
Deb Casey
Faris Cassell
Deb Chereck
Jean Clancey
Barb Clark
J. Clifton
Valerie Close
Al Coddington
Leigh Colby
Judy Conley
Debbe Cornitius
Anita Cowling
Eric Cullander
Chris Cunningham
Jerry Cunningham
Ann Damewood
Michael Dane
Lee Davis
Linda Dean
Jean Diamond
Andy Doremus
Julie Dorland
Carla Dow
Kaye Downey
Tim Downey
Cindy Dreyer
Joe Duval
Dale DuVall

Jeanne Eckenroad
Sakre Edson
Susan Egbert
Priscilla Elder
Mary Jo Erickson
Virginia Farkas
Jim Farwell
Tanya Figgat
John Fischer
Laurie Fischer
Melissa Fischer
Mark Fleming
John Floretta
Barbara Foreman
Barbara Hixson Foster
Fred Gaffney
Beth Gerot
Phares Gilchrist
Bob Glasser
Mimi Goldman
George Goldthwaite
Trish Gory
Dan Graham
Cindy Greider
Tom Greider
Bill Grifﬁth
Becky Grose
Dale Grose
Annette Gurdjian
Jill Hambly
Tom Hambly
Lon Harding
Fran Haughom
Muggy Hayes
Bob Heacox
Betty Hemmingsen
Kathi Hoffer
Megan Hopping
Tasker Houston
Bob Jackson
Helen Jackson
Robert Jacobs
Emily Jeffrey
JoAnn Jeffrey
Susan Jerde
Karen Johnson
Robert Johnson

Kip Keller
Shari Keyser
Kirk Kneeland
Renae Knight
Elaine Knighton
Kathie Knowles
Becky Koble
Martha Koreisha
Marilyn Krumdieck
Windy Laing
John Lane
Jaque Lichtensten
Marie Litchman
Ginnie Lo
Bob Lorenzen
Bob Lowry
Eileen Marcroft
George Marcroft
Marlys Martin
Bernita Mather
Doug McCarty
Colleen McKillip
Nancy Meacham
Lorna Mercer
Mary Minniti
Katie Morrison-Graham
Dale Morse
Susan Mosely
John Moser
Ken Nagao
Carol Nelson
Helen Neville
Paul Nicholson
Kate Noah
Deborah Noble
Colleen O'Connell
Cathy O’Kelley
Kelly Oatman
Drew Oken
Nelson Page
Charles Patton
Donna Pavelec
Janet Perez
Julie Prociw
Shawn Provost
Mary K. Prudy
Tim Rake

Mandalas by 9th Grade Cultural Aesthetics

Colleen Ramme
Noy Rathahilte
Joan Rawlings-Boyd
Bob Reeves
Ginny Reiff
Elizabeth Reis
Judy Reyneke
Stuart Roach
Sally Roberts
Tyler Robinson
Russ Rodriguez
John Russial
Jeri Scharpf
Joe Schmich
Nancy Schmidt
David Schwieger
Kim Scoﬁeld
Donna Scurlock
Mickie Segall
Pam Sheridan
Barb Sherzer
Michael W. Shippey
Debbie Sittner
Fred Sittner
Ray Slaughter
Liz Smith
Ron Smith
Rich Snider
Anna Sontag
Jeff Sprague
Meridith Sprague
Lynne Swartz
Diane Terrett
Catrina Thomas
Maria Thomas
Cindy Tittelﬁtz
Elaine Toper
Meg Trendler
Debi Veralrud
Terry Vilhauer
Tracy Vilhauer
Linda Vonderheit
Joann Voss
Marsha Votipka
Richard Walker
Bob Walter
Craig Wanless
Craig Weinerman
Mike Weinstein
Jean White
Pam Whyte
Steve Whyte
Nancy Woolfson
Sara Wyant
Karen Ziros-Smith
Mark Zorn

IB News
April is an important month for seniors and juniors preparing for the International Baccalaureate examinations in May. The exams run May 2 through May 23. In April, students will receive detailed information about test protocol, test locations, and speciﬁc test times. Also, various teachers hold review
sessions to help students prepare.
During exam time, we will need parents to help serve as proctors for the exams. The exams vary from
1 to 3 and 1/2 hours in length. If you are interested in helping on any of the dates listed below, please
contact the IHS secretary on your student’s campus. (Churchill, Margaret McCoy – 687-3438; Sheldon,
Peggy Farris – 687-3171; South, Sue Martichuski – 687-3115)

IB Exam Schedule

(For more information, contact the IHS South ofﬁce, 687-3115, or Rebecca Bair, 687-3607)
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday May
Tuesday May
Wednesday
Thursday

May
May
May
7
8
May
May

Friday
Monday May
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday May
Tuesday May
Wednesday

May
14
May
May
21
22
May

2
Japanese (3 hrs. AM)
3
English Part 1 (2 hrs. PM)
4
English Part 2 (2 hrs. AM)
Math Methods & Math Studies Part 1 (1 hr. PM)
Math Methods & Math Studies Part 2 (2 hrs. AM)
9
Economics Part 1 (1 hr. PM)
10
Economics Part 2 (2 hrs. AM)
Chemistry Part 1 (3 hrs. 15 min. PM)
11
Chemistry Part 2 (1 hr. 15 min. AM)
French (3 hr. AM)
16
History Part 1 (2 hrs. 30 min. PM)
17
History Part 2 (2 hrs. 30 min. AM)
Biology Part 1 (3 hrs. 15 min. PM)
Biology Part 2 (1 hr. 15 min. AM)
23
German (3 hrs. PM)

How do we compare?
Though we do not like to stress results as the primary reason for taking IB exams, our students do perform very well. We are one of the largest and most successful diploma schools in IB North America and
the world. This year, approximately 190 students will be taking at least one IB exam! Participation in
our IB program is up from 165 last year.
In May of 2000, of the 49 students who pursued the full IB Diploma, 46 passed with an average diploma score of 32 (24 is passing). Once again, we came out above the international average in almost
all of the subjects in which our students tested. This achievement is a real comment on the hard work
and excellent performance of our students, and to the dedication shown by their teachers on each of our
three campuses. Keep up the good work!
Rebecca Bair
IB Coordinator

The ﬁrst school day after Thanksgiving every
year, IHS seniors tumble into classrooms–excited,
relieved and tired–to present their senior projects,
the 4,000 word original research essay that is a rite
of passage for IHS graduates. They have struggled
since second semester of junior year to choose a topic,
wrestle with a research question, design an original
way to explore their topic, and polish the skills
required to execute an approximately ﬁfteen page
paper. While this paper is a required element of the
International Baccalaureate program and in many IB
schools is completed only by IB Diploma candidates,
we have chosen to require it of all our seniors, because
we recognize the beneﬁts for all students of tackling
such a challenging academic project.
If only parents and technical advisers and the
hundreds of community readers who have helped us
over the years could witness the pride and sense of
accomplishment that accompanies these seniors into
the classrooms on the day they turn in these projects!
They begin by plowing into the bagels and donuts
we provide and joking with each other about how
many students were at Kinko’s at 2:00 AM. Then,
as students write self-evaluations of their projects,
they share project topics with the class, talking also
about what really caught their interest or presented a
strong challenge during their research. The projects
come in–box full after box full–exploring topics
ranging from astrophysics to anorexia, reggae to religion. What a delight they are! As project teachers,
we often ﬁnd ourselves getting caught up in reading
and talking about them, comparing the interesting
things we learn, crowing over the success of students
who have sometimes despaired of ever ﬁnishing, yet
come in on their “fateful day” with projects they are
proud to present.
Naturally, not every student chooses to engage
in the struggle with genuine effort; some students
are satisﬁed with simply “getting the job done.” But
most are not. Most immerse themselves in a subject
they truly want to learn about. Look at a few of the
titles of these papers on the next page.
The comments of the students’ technical
advisors and anonymous community readers, taken
together, create a wave of praise for our IHS seniors.
One U of O professor wrote, “Sarah . . . is now the
standard that I compare my new students to . . . I’m very
conﬁdent that additional data will allow us to publish
this paper in an international science journal.”
Easy to see why we’re proud, isn’t it?
Yet, even for those students whose work is
not as polished, is not “publishable,” we feel that deep
pride that comes with seeing students ﬂy, watching
them struggle and ﬂail and wail and then succeed. And
they return, year after year, to tell us how valuable

these projects have been. Two 1999 graduates came
in to visit after winter break–-one who is enrolled
at Barnard and the other at Carnegie-Mellon––and
told us how well prepared they have been for their
course work. They both said to pass on the message
to seniors that “the project is worth it!” The Barnard
student said that, the ﬁrst time she was assigned a
10-page paper, “It was no sweat.” After all, she had
already done well on a 15-page paper in IHS!
As well as providing preparation for college, the work on these projects represents bonds our
students and school forge with the community, both
through technical advisers and community readers.
The community readers, usually parents, who voluntarily give feedback on each of the senior essays often
return year after year, long after their students have
left IHS, to donate time. We could not accomplish
this immense undertaking without these readers and
advisers. Think of it–-280 students writing 4,000 word
papers, guided by a technical assistant and a team of
teachers who coordinate the teaching of each of the
elements of this project, from abstract to introduction
to works cited. Think of each project being appraised
independently by the TA and a community reader and
again by the student's project teacher. This endeavor
is a big job.
This big job is done through the labor of a
community that comes together to give its students
an outstanding education. Cheers to all of us! And
especially cheers to those determined, sometimes
bleary-eyed young men and women who dug into a
challenge and found gold. And, speaking in the true
spirit of a senior, we’ll let one of this year’s class have
the last word about projects: “All I have to say is that
it’s totally worth it, and I’m glad it’s over.”

Effect of Pesticides on
Salmon Populations

Magical Realism
in Latin American Fiction

Gravitational Theory
and Worm Holes

Potential Medical Beneﬁts of
Animal Cloning
The Contributing

Factors to Trafﬁc Problems, Speciﬁcally in the
Coburg-Crescent Subarea

Writing Assessment:
Challenging the RuThe Druids and
bric
the Fall of
Celtic Society
Dr Seussism: The
Philosophical Implications of the Writings of Dr. Seuss
A Letter From
100,000,000
Kilometers
Away: The
Prospect of
Colonizing
Mars

Coronary Bypass Surgery:
25 Years of
Change

Success is a Seven-Letter Word
or I Can Be a Successful Rock
Star!

Desperately Seeking Sensation: Why Through Rose Colored Lenses: An
Examination of the Power of Film in
Climbers Climb
Mexico in Relation to Women

Stock Markets of the 1920’s
and Today: Are We Headed for Another Crash?

Angel With
an Acid
Tongue

War on Everest, War
on God

East Meets West: Contrast and Comparison
to the Samurai and the
Spaghetti Western

Archaeopteryx:
The Missing Link?

Dollars or Sense
The Future is
Tomorrow
Pearl Harbor,
1941 --Surprise or Bait?

An Overview of Christian Persecution

Let the Zombies
Sleep in!

Feng Shue: The Relationship Between
Workspace Design and Productivity
Closure of the Ranks:
The Controversy
Behind Agent Orange
and Its Effect on the
Planet

Women of
Faith

March 21
Mar 26 - 30
April 6
April 10
April 12-14
April 17
April 20
April 24
May 7 - 25
May 11
May 15
May 23
May 28
May 29
June 4
June 4
June 13
June 14

IHS Parent Steering, 7 PM, Churchill career center
Spring Break
Early Release - mid semester grades
IHS Site Council, 3:45 PM, B12 Sheldon
MUN Spring Conference, EMU
IHS Parent Steering, 7 PM, Sheldon library
Early Release - School Improvement
IHS General Parent Meeting , 7 PM, Churchill cafeteria Cancelled, rescheduled to May 23
IHS graduation tickets available at IHS ofﬁces, $2 each, maximum 5
Early Release - progress reports
IHS Parent Steering, 7 PM, Sheldon library
IHS Parent Meeting, 7 PM, Churchill cafeteria
No school - Memorial Day
IHS graduation tickets open sales at IHS ofﬁces
IHS Awards Assembly, 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM, South auditorium
IHS Graduation, 7:00 PM, Hult Center
IHS Parent Steering, 7 PM, Sheldon library
Last school day for students
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